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Abstract:
Quantum algorithms are central themes of the current quantum computing research, and crucial
for practical applications of future quantum computers. I will talk about my recent works of
quantum algorithms from three perspectives, namely, learning, communication and verification.
Firstly, I will review my work on quantum learning, in which I closed a long-standing gap
between the upper and lower bounds for quantum state tomography. This is a fundamental
problem of quantum learning initiated by Alexander Holevo in the early 1970s. In the second
part, I will demonstrate a quantum algorithm which shows that quantum communication
complexity is robust in the low noise regime. This is of great importance because, while
quantum communication advantages are achieved by accessing to noiseless communication
channels, quantum channel in real world are inevitable imperfect. Thirdly, I will present my
recent contribution of the formal method verification of quantum algorithms. By combining the
celebrated idea of Birkhoff-von Neumann quantum logic and Ying’s quantum Hoare logic, I
derive a logic and apply it to verify two sophisticated quantum algorithms: HHL for solving
systems of linear equations and qPCA (quantum Principal Component Analysis). I will
conclude my talk with some challenges and opportunities.
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